Emergence tion. I don't think it was delirium, for I remembered evcry-ofAtilard thing, once the morning came and all the waking noises were about me (in the Parvis you have a room all to yourself). I knew then that the biography must be a novel, for in a biography one must abide by the existing ending and be constantly saying, "It is perhaps permissible to assume that..." But in a novel I was free. In the old phrase of theology, I had "apprehended the person", and I wrote that book, very much as I translate a poem, in a kind of demon possession—only I'd like to spell it "daemon"—And yet, apart from brooding and seeing things in my head, only two or three chapters got down on paper at the first: and sometimes there were years between,
'It was at some very early stage that in some moment of depression—I suppose people had been talking about the impossibility of any one handling the subject once Moore had done it—I got out Heloi'se and Abelard one morning at the British Museum, and looked at the first few chapters. That set me free, I knew it was miraculous prose, and 1 knew I must not go on, for it has a kind of wizard compulsion: but I knew that we were writing about different people. And, hang it all, / had ken there. I'm not pretending that I'm psychic, for I'm not. But I think A. E. was right when he said that if one had brooded long enough and deeply enough, one can sink into what he called "the Stream of the Ever Living", and know what men before us had known.
'But I could not go on reading, for I wanted to go my own way across country, and it is a strange thing how even on a mountain-side you instinctively follow the faintest'track in the heather. And I did not want to go down the ways of another man's mind, or I might lose my own.
'It was probably the George Moore side of it that Ellis challenged, for I must have told him my own side of it. On the other hand, I've heard so much about G. M.'s version and discussed his handling of the story—above all that Helolse should be ignorant for so many years of the catas-no

